
Did Calvin Favour Church Pluriformity?
(Translated excerpts from six articles by Dr. K. Schilder in a weekly magazine opposing the Prof. Dr. V. Hepp with respect
to Calvin's view of the church. I was prompted to do this after one of our office-bearers during unity discussions remarked
that Calvin favoured  'church pluriformity').

Introduction

Prof. Dr. V. Hepp, who instructed prospective ministers of the Word at the Vrije Universiteit at Amsterdam, 
explained in a student publication that the 'pluriformity' concept was inherent in Calvin's description of the 
church in his Institutes, Book IV, Chapter I. That chapter deals with “The true church with which, as mother
of all the godly, we must keep unity”. Paragraphs 1-4 are about “The Holy Catholic Church, our mother” 
and addresses the necessity of the church, the relationship of church and creed, the communion of saints and
the visible church as mother of believers. Paragraphs 5-6 addresses “Her ministers, speaking for God, are 
not to be despised” and par. 7-9 have as heading:”The visible church: its membership and the marks by 
which it is recognized”.

Professor Hepp informed students that these paragraphs 1-8 deal with the invisible church and that Calvin
addresses the visible church only after par.8. Therefore, he said, par.1-8 are of no importance in explaining
the doctrine of the pluriform (multiform) church. Although Calvin never used the term 'pluriformity', Prof.
Hepp  claimed  that  Calvin  shows  similar  ideas described  in  paragraph  9.  So,  Prof.  Hepp  drew  a
'demarcation' line between par.8 and par.9. He then misquoted, misinterpreted and mistranslated this ninth
paragraph. To make things worse yet, after omitting several lines, professor Hepp then quoted a line from
elsewhere with the words “in this way”, which clearly refers to what was written just before.

Review of Argumentation

Dr. K. Schilder deals with these and other issues in some six articles. These were originally published in a
weekly magazine,  De Reformatie,  in  the  year  1934 under  the  title,  -  “Pluriformity of  the  church  and
epigonism”, reprinted later in De Kerk I (p.303 ff). In his first article, Prof. Hepp is quoted as saying that he
only wishes to look at pluriformity 'from a particular viewpoint' before he goes on and states (tranl.),

“Actually it will only serve to illustrate a general danger, that requires a warning call, especially for
students.  I  mean the danger of  'epigonism',  The period of the early 1900's  is  past,  and where  
Calvinism had taken on a leading role (more than before) one must guard against 'epigonism'.”

(This refers to the great Dr. A. Kuyper. The Random House dictionary describes an epigone as an non-
distinguished imitator or follower of an important writer etc.). 

Prof. Dr. Hepp rejects that epigones (imitators) are those, who miss the creativity of their leaders and who
now only continue in the direction drawn by their leaders. He writes that what is typical of epigones is that,
”they are impotent in continuing to build. They do not preserve continuity, but break it off”. They cannot
assimilate all the ideas of their leaders, he claims, so they don't specialize the general, but generalize the 
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special. They mostly suffer from narrow-mindedness, he figures. Some symptoms of epigonism, prof. Hepp
says, are for example – the doctrine of 'gratia-communis' (common grace) and also the 'pluriformity of the
church'. Prof. Hepp mainly deals with the latter(the term pluriform (multiform) is a 'nicer' or 'refined' term
for plurality (tr.). Those who criticize this assessment, he says, may feel hurt to be called epigones, but I just
mean to say, he added, that they show signs of epigonism. [This is no doubt an attack on Dr. K. Schilder,
who refused to accept Kuyper's ideas in this regard. (tr.) ]

He then tries to show that, even though Calvin did not use the term 'pluriformity', Calvin had similar ideas
with  respect  to  this  church  concept.  Dr.  Hepp  quotes Calvin  (IV,  I,  9),  but  he  differentiates between
'universal'  church  and  churches  that  appear  “in  towns  and  villages”.  He  further  claims  that  denying
'pluriformity of churches'... cuts into the heart of the Great Reformation”. Epigonism, he figures, is the
culprit that retards rather than promotes Calvinism.

In his second article, Dr. K. Schilder regards calling those who oppose pluriformity as 'epigones' not just
unfriendly, but  dangerous. After all, those qualified as epigones are generally written off, in spite of him
saying even a hundred times that he  meant to say “epigone only-on-this-one-point”. Therefore, Dr. K.
Schilder calls Prof. Hepp's description 'epigonism', not out of spite, but because it is serious business.

In Schilder's third article, it is shown that the appeal to Calvin cannot apply, because the opposite is true.
Prof. Hepp's first remark is that Calvin's Institute IV, I, par.1-8 deal with the invisible church and from IV, I,
par.#9, the visible church is in focus. He draws a fictional dividing line, because paragraph 9 starts with the
words “So far” or “From this”, which connects the paragraphs. Moreover, the title of chapter I states, “The
true church with which (as mother of all godly) we must keep unity”. Therefore, Schilder concludes, that
neither pluriformity nor plurality of true churches were  addressed  by Calvin, for time and again Calvin
speaks  about  the  concrete church  as  shown  in  the  observable,  concrete  life.  He  asks,  “Proof?  With
pleasure”. So ends his third article.

He then proceeds (p.317ff) in the fourth article, to show that (transl),

“In par.#1, Calvin deals with preaching, given to the church for safekeeping, and about shepherds 
and teachers (so, visible). It is also about consensus in faith (observable agreement) and about good 
order in church and about sacraments. It's all about the church at whose bosom God's children must 
be gathered. It is all about the visible, right? Then also par.#2 re-emphasizes that Calvin deals with 
the visible church”.

Calvin states (par.#2) that we profess to believe the church.

Calvin  adds that this “refers not only to the visible church (our present topic), but also to God's  
elect”, whose number includes the dead as well. “The word 'believe' is used because often no other 
distinction can be made between God's children and the ungodly, between his own flock and wild 
beasts”(p.1013); (Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion,  ed John T. McNeill,  Westminster  
Press).

 Those who might here interrupt Schilder, are requested to hold their fire. For Calvin said,
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“It is not sufficient, indeed, for us to comprehend in mind and thought the multitude of the elect,  
unless we consider the unity of the church. This is the unity into which, we are convinced, we also 
have been truly en-grafted. For no hope of future inheritance remains to us unless we have been 
united with all other members under Christ, our Head”.

”The church is called 'catholic' or 'universal', because there could not be two or three churches, 
unless Christ be torn asunder (cf. 1 Cor 1:13) - which cannot happen!”(p.1014 emphasis added).

Schilder continues (p.318),

“So therefore, par.#2 concludes that the faith of the church in the 12 Articles must always intent to 
point out, that it is not good to qualify the church in a phenomenological way or according to what 
we observe about the church people. But we must always speak theologically. In this way we have 
to remember that the church includes the elect whom we do not know, and whom we do not see.  
Therefore, in calling a church the church, we must consider not what we observe and experience, but
we are to consider what God says about His own work. Also, that in His church gathering work, He 
is always busy in ways that are different than we can even imagine (the 7000 in the days of Elijah)” 

“In spite of Prof. Hepp's line of separation, the next paragraph  (#3) also deals with the  outward 
church (externa), the fraternal  agreements  or consensus, the  authority of the church, the  visible, 
tangible community of saints. … which is known only on the basis of faith.

“Calvin's  par.#4  again establishes that the tangible, concrete church must be addressed; and that  
therefore Calvin wishes to now talk about that expression: 'the  mother  of  believers'.  Many  think  
about 'motherhood' only as the elect 'being born again'. They limit 'motherhood' to the moment of 
giving birth, the 'aoristus' or the indefinite; being born in Zion. Instead, the concrete, realistic and 
sober exegete Calvin shows, that motherhood … includes also the acts of  nursing, nurturing and  
caring... Therefore, Calvin reasons from rebirth to the unity of the true church. …

“This is worked out in par.#5. Despite Prof. Hepp's suggestion to the contrary, the subject is again 
the visible, tangible church, that is, offices, preaching, authority, necessity to receive God's 
good from the hand of the church's centralized worship (visible of course), with a sharp  
reminder  over  against  those  who  “privatum”,  privately  on  their  own,  wish  to  edify  
themselves and thereby breach the saving bond of unity. Over against such church breakers 
we must maintain Paul's doctrine, says Calvin, that the believers are mutually united by no 
other bond, than this: - that they maintain order in the church (purposely practice, exercise, 
'colere', teaching each other as one), and progress.  Again a blow against those who abide by 
the thesis of pluriformity that makes people believe that what is given (or the status quo), is 
in  itself  something  good  and  therefore  that  they  are  allowed to stay by themselves. 
However, Calvin maintains here, that one must unanimously  search for unity of  worship 
and of ecclesiastical government. “Therefore, in #5 Calvin appeals to the Old Testament.

“After all this, par.#6 deals with the vigorous effect of the service of the Word. (How could Prof. 
Hepp still argue that before his fictional line 'between par.8-9', Calvin only deals with the invisible 
church and its qualities or attributes)”. 
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“Finally,..it is now quite clear how to judge the 'visible' church which is knowable to us (par.#7). 

The scriptures, as Calvin states, uses the term church not only for the church as  God knows its  
borders and numbers, but also for the church as we observe it on earth which includes non-believers,
… and we must seek communion with both aspects. Therefore, one cannot appeal upon the unity of 
the church-as-only-known-by-God, in order to mask the frustrations in giving the name 'church' to 
so many crumbling institutes. Neither can one now simply sanction the multitude of those crumbles 
as a pluri-form revelation of the divinely known unity, because in respect to the fact that God does 
see the church as a unity, Calvin demands that one shall also here on earth search and  maintain 
(cohere) that unity”.

“This is exactly the opposite of what is wanted by the quietism of the pluriformity heralds. As such, 
they comfort the churches about its crumbling, by singing a lullaby: “sleep churchie sleep, among 
each of you something nice surfaces. And in that nice, special and multi-colouredness, we see unity 
of God's Word. You are 'true churches' and as long as you preach decently; who would dare to attack
so much truthfulness except an epigone?

Serenity, tranquility, peace-message through-out. But Calvin says: of course not. God knows the  
church as one. We don't, but that is no reason to give up our search for unity. On the contrary, it is a 
reason to do our best to reveal that unity. In order to make that possible, God has given us, according
to Calvin in par.#8, marks whereby we can know the church”.

Schilder wonders how it is possible that Prof. Hepp could set aside par.1-8, by telling students that in these
paragraphs, Calvin addresses the attributes of the invisible church

In his fifth article, Dr. K. Schilder states (p 321)that, 

“According  to  Prof.  Hepp,  the  doctrine  of  the  pluriformity  of  the  church  can  be  discovered  
already with Calvin, because the concept itself is advocated in an unambiguous way, … for Prof. 
Hepp's viewpoint comes down to,

a) the instituted church is first and foremost 'ecclesiae generalis… It is known by the administration 
of Word and Sacrament.

b) beside that church there cannot be another true church.

c) this is not so with the 'singulea ecclesiae', the single or separate churches that (according to  
Hepp's  interpretation  of  Calvin)  could  also  in  multiple  numbers  'exist in cities and villages'. 
Between these (so says Calvin according to Prof. Hepp) exist differences in location, but at times 
also “in the meaning and understanding of doctrine”. Every 'singulea ecclesiae', wherein  the  main 
truths are preached (even though they possibly deviate from others) and the Sacraments are  
administered, must be recognized as a true church.

So far Calvin according to Prof. Hepp!!!”

Dr. Schilder concludes that this clearly shows how Prof. Hepp understands Calvin. Therefore, his meaning
or goal cannot be misunderstood. 
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“According to Prof. Hepp, Calvin's 'singulea ecclesiae' clearly refers “to churches in towns and  
villages” and especially where there are more than one within the borders of one civil municipality 
that presents itself as true church. This may mean that one local institute (church)  could  oppose  
another, exclude another or refuse to be included among one universal church-bond or federation. 
But how can that be read in the places identified by Prof. Hepp?? “

Dr. K. Schilder then quotes Calvin, Book IV, Chapter I, par.#9, 

“Wherever we see the Word of God purely preached and heard, and the sacraments administered 
according to Christ's institution, there, it is not to be doubted, a church of God exists (cf. Eph 2:20). 
For his promise cannot fail: ”Wherever two or three are gathered in my name,  there  I  am  in  the
 midst of them” (Mat 18:20).

But that we may clearly grasp the sum of this matter, we must proceed by the following steps: the 
church universal is a multitude gathered from all nations; it is divided and dispersed in separate  
places, but agrees on the one truth of divine doctrine, and is bound by the bond of the same religion.
Under it are thus included individual churches, disposed in towns and villages according to human 
need, so that each rightly has the name and authority of the church”.***

Schilder writes that the churches are indeed disposed (in Latin: dispositae, in Dutch verdeeld), “but Prof.
Hepp wrote: that  out of human necessity those churches were separately established (opgericht). Then he
uses a new sentence and adds, that these churches exist or appear (voorkomen) “in towns and villages”. …
But Calvin never said that necessity might require the establishment of different churches that would earn
the name and authority of 'church'.”

The second mistake,  says Dr. Schilder,  is that Prof. Hepp did not  correctly understand the Latin word
'dispositae', for it does not mean established, but distributed or disposed due to geography. In French “les
Eglises qui sont distributees par chacune ville et village”. Dr. K. Schilder then applies Prof. Hepp's position,
for example,  by having four institutes (of different federations) in one locality,  that cannot possibly be
united into one. They can never show unity, unless by invisible faith in a general church castle in the sky, (a
perfect church in heaven). That, one cannot read in Calvin's Institute!!

In his  sixth article, the author (KS) deals with the fact that Prof. Hepp  omitted important clauses when
quoting Calvin. He had quoted Calvin (end of par.#9) as follows,

“In this way we safeguard and maintain the unity of the universal church..........”, and then he goes 
on to quote the last part of par.#11, skipping #10, while Calvin continued as follows, (#9) “In this 
way we preserve for the universal church its  unity,  which devilish spirits  have always tried to  
sunder; and we do not defraud of their authority those lawful assemblies which have been set up in 
accordance with local needs”(p.1024).

“This proves his mistranslation. Moreover it also proves  not  only  that  those  lawful  assemblies  
ought to be together in one institute or to be organizationally one, but also that there is only one (in
 federation or singularly,  tr.)  in  each locality … distinguishable  from the  unlawful, illegitimate 
gathering.
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Prof. Hepp had also omitted the clause before the “In this way” (Alzo). This is an important section 
concerning individuals, which proves that his interpretation of Calvin is not Calvin's”. 

Right after the quotation given above (***p.5), Calvin continued there and stated (emphasis added p.1023),

“Individual men who by their profession of religion are reckoned within the churches, even though 
they may actually be strangers to the church, still in a sense belong to it until they have been rejected
by public judgment” .

Calvin goes on (par.#9),

“There is,  however,  a  slightly  different basis for  the judgment concerning  individual  men and  
churches. For it may happen that we ought to treat like brothers and count as believers those whom 
we think unworthy of the fellowship of the godly, because of the common agreement of the church 
by which they are borne and tolerated in the body of Christ. We do not by our vote approve such 
persons as members of the church, but we leave to them such place as they occupy among the  
people of God until it is lawfully taken from them”. 

“But we must think otherwise of the whole multitude itself. If it has the ministry of the Word and 
honors it, (and) if it has the administration of the sacraments, (then) it deserves without doubt to be 
held and considered a church. For it is certain that such things are not without fruit.  In this way 
….etc.”(see above).

Schilder writes, (transl),

“Calvin therefore maintains the unity of the church in any place. There remains, as far as it is up to 
us, one ecclesiastical and central disciplinary court. People in a hurry or sectarian types, are quick to
present themselves as the true church,  beside the local true church and call theirs the  only true  
church, or one among many true churches. However, Calvin stops them in their tracks and says: - 
maintain as much as possible the singularity of the church disciplinary court in one place. And so he 
also  opposes those  who  give  similar  rights of censure in  Christ's  name  to  all  those  multiple  
consistories in one place, who say that also the others are true churches as well. …”

“How is it possible that a paragraph meant to oppose the plurality of churches, can serve Prof. Hepp 
to read it as 'plurality agreed' by Calvin. So the appearance of approval takes on the notion to 'praise-
God-for-it',  by  “calling  plurality  (church-fracture)  pluriformity  (that  'good'  church  fragrance).  
Astonishing!”

“How can that  be? Only when one keeps  repeating immediate predecessors in spite of  
warnings, only then might one no longer check or return to the source and read Calvin in a 
reliable way, especially when Latin, French and Dutch texts are available”.

In another article (De Kerk I, p.385), Dr. K. Schilder shows that Calvin maintains the unity of the church as
a subject of faith and that during a transition period (par.#9) obedience presses towards an organizational
unity. Plurality of churches in one location is here out of the question. He concludes (tr), 
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“Calvin did not want to know anything about such a thing as plurality of churches in one 
locality. The statements  that  one must  regard a  church as pure  church when Word and  
Sacrament are purely administered (even with shortcomings), refers to a situation where the 
one church is not viewed as opposing another or as just another 'opportunity' to attend the 
proclamation of the Word and to rightfully use the sacraments. Calvin's position that one  
must regard a church as true, provides in no way a 'license' to acknowledge the 'more pure' as
well as the 'less pure' as  true church, but it indicates a  warning to the more or less 'pure'  
persons to certainly not increase the number of churches in one locality, or to label such an 
increase (in word and deed) with the nicer-sounding name of 'pluriformity', but to strive for 
unity.”

______________________________________________________________________________________
Jesus Christ prayed,

“Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth. 
As you sent me into the world, 
I have sent them into the world. 

For them I sanctify myself, 
that they too may be truly sanctified. 

My prayer is not for them alone. 
I pray also for those who will believe in me 

through their message, 
that all of them may be one, Father, 

just as you are in me and I am in you. 

May they also be in us 
so that the world may believe that you have sent me. 

I have given them the glory that you gave me, 
that they may be one as we are one: 

I in them and you in me. 

May they be brought to complete unity 
to let the world know that you sent me and 

have loved them even as you have loved me” 
(John 17:20-23).

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

“I  believe
a holy catholic Christian church”,

the One Body of Christ
instituted and governed by one local authority
in unity of faith under One Head, Jesus Christ.

Dennis Teitsma, written in the 1990's
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